In The Vampire Reymont presents London as the imperial city falling into decline, where Polish immigrants, who lack identity, wander timelessly. It is also a place where a mercantile society is immersed in a reality dominated by technological development.
dancers move in spiral paths (Paetzold 1999, p. 114-115) . Therefore, one of the forms used in the novel is a spiral layout of streets in which Zenon is immersed. It is important that he cannot get to know the layout, which would help him to move with ease in this space. As a result, he makes the wrong choices all the time. The Polish artist often wanders through the crowded streets full of hubbub, trying to disappear in their ordinariness. Reymont added to the description of London in the novel his own remarks on this city (the writer visited the capital of the British Empire in 1894). In his diary (Reymont 1948, p. 10-11) he wrote: "London is ugly and depressing but not common [...] everywhere you can see contrasts. [...] The streets go in all directions. [...] You walk through a park, a few quiet streets in which you feel as if you were in a drain with a grey sky above your head. Then you reach the Thames, and you stop again to stare at the muddy, greenish water, at hundreds of ships which look as though they fly on air. You see dozens of smooth bridge ellipses, and thousands of tower peaks, and this crazy and loud comedy of life in a big city. Then you go farther entering a maze of streets full of rubbish and dirt, which resemble the bottom of a drain. Dark houses are like shabby sheds. Windows are clogged up with rags, and doors hang on one hinge. People wander around like shadows. Dogs sniff, and dig in the heaps of rubbish. You can see here Hogarth's characters, houses dripping with dirt, and suspicious people inside them. The smell of rotten fish and wood nauseates you' meat on the stalls, and sheep carcasses hanging on hooks, dripping with blood. Blood stains the pavements, and seeps into a drain. Dirty shop windows, and a trash shop full of filthy rags. A cave-like tavern smells of gin and brandy, and a few gentlemen, leaning against the wall, smoke short pipes. They look hostile so I pass them quickly. In some nook I take out a Beadecker's guide from my pocket to check where I am, and I go back. When he witnesses a horrible Sabbath of "possessed souls shaken with the shivers of madness and death" (Reymont 1950, p. 93) , he starts feeling dazed and he sinks into the maze of streets, he listens intently to "the sound of parks in the fog, a slavish, fearfully mean whisper of the straight hedges guarding the way" (Reymont 1950, p. 110) .
Zenon loses himself in the tumult of a cheering crowd which celebrates the victory over Nubar Pasha. He escapes through the transverse streets, deeper and deeper into the city, far away from his recent visions, people, and finally from himself. J. R. Krzy anowski claims that the only artistically valuable fragments of the novel are those describing Zenon's wandering around London. He also suggests that criticism of living conditions in England, and the vision of a foreigner lost in the night full of crimes, misery and sadness, can be compared to Winter Notes on Summer Impressions by F. Dostoevsky (Cf. Krzy anowski 1987). In a terrible rush he reaches the Thames and sits on some steps leading to the river. He feels dizzy and exhausted. The surrounding world immersed in boundless darkness is dangerous, and it terrifies him. In this moment the protagonist embodies sick and deformed civilisation being at the edge of a precipice. He is helpless and confused. He does not understand what is happening around him. Perhaps he starts feeling all the fears connected with the alienation of modern man, which would be the first symptom of the experience of strangeness in a crowd. When a not yet clear idea of committing suicide comes to his mind, he attracts the attention of a policeman who carries him to the illuminated streets, and who leaves him there weak and helpless. On his way through these hostile powers his life has been turned into an existential nightmare. The city maze becomes a double spiral, in which the protagonist continuously has to make his own choices although they are always wrong, and only bring him up against new dangers. As a result, Zenon is not able to control the space because all the existing paths and alleys do not lead directly to any destination. He cannot communicate with other people who speak different languages. In this situation wandering is inevitable. Meanwhile, London is changing more and more into "some fantastic forest, silent and dead, full of weird apparitions, where mysterious and horrible things take place" (Reymont 1950, p. 109) . Unaware of reality, and asleep in a hypnotic dream, Zenon walks through the empty streets, in which from time to time appear groups of drunks, prostitutes, thugs and many other suspicious people-typical inhabitants, who embody the essence of life in a big city, prostitutes, street beggars and philistines. Together they create a corrupt society which either seeks the pleasure of stupor or wants to satisfy its primitive needs (Cf. Gutowski 1999c). He also meets religious fanatics who try to save the world by distributing holy maxims. The taverns are filled with the smell of alcohol and shouts of drunkards. This space lacks natural light and vital solar energy (Cf. Kochanowski 2002) . Even in the afternoon the street lamps are lit: "the blinding lights of electric suns" beam from every alley, and at night the shop windows glimmer "with fading colours" instead of stars (Reymont 1950, p. 109) .
The surrounding reality is full of pathology, and suffused with damp, stuffy air, the smell of mud and soft asphalt. Pictures emerge from the rain, from the sound of the countless streams of rain water, and from the omnipresent fog -a symbol of common paralysis and death.
Reymont shows the city landscape contaminated with an overpowering disease, which destroys all vital energy, and makes the characters, objects and events unreal. London, presented in a oneiric way, is a symbol of declining civilisation. The final stage of the killing of the soul of the world is sleep. Almost all the world in the novel dreams its great and tragic dream, a nightmare which ends with doom. This nightmare is equivalent to the decline of civilisation, culture and humanity. The evil is omnipresent, and people, living in this space, have become helpless, vampire-like mannequins -dominated by that evil, and trapped in its cage. London is a capital of death, destruction and finally a vampire from the title of Reymont's novel. Here, the chance for rescue is rather uncertain.
One of the theories of a maze suggested by Marcel Brion says that a traveller who goes into a maze wants to reach the central chamber, the crypt of mysteries. Nevertheless, after having reached his goal, he should leave the chamber and come back to the outside world. This act means rebirth. It is the core of all religions based on mysteries, and all sects which perceive wandering in a maze as a necessary element in a process of forming a new man. As the wandering becomes more demanding a person changes more and more, discovering his or her new "self" (Cf. Brion 1955, p. 333) By this token, Zenon's wandering in a city maze can bring to one's mind walking in a cave. It is a nekyia, descent into hell, the kingdom of death. An important element in this theory is selection. Only the chosen ones may be initiated into the mystery and rebirth in a spiritual sense (Rybicka 2000, p. 17) . That mystery, however, can be surprising -as is the case with Zenon. The protagonist as an artist and -to some extent -an outsider (especially as an immigrant) is condemned to his own maze, from which there is no way out, and where Zenon can meet only himself. The aim of his mad searches and the destination of his way is solving a mystery -which is deus absconditus or a monster which Zenon in the end becomes (Santarcangeli 1967, p. 209-210) . Both Ada -Zenon's first love -and Daisy want the protagonist to go South. For the first of the two women Italy is a symbol of fertility and life, but for the second one it is a seat of Satan's followers. Many works on Satanism were published in Italy at the end of the 19 th century, for example, Il Luciferio, L'Antichristo, Satana. It was also a country with a large 30 The names of places, starting with capital letters in the text of The Vampire suggest the destination of a journey.
The only possible way of escaping from the fake space is its perverse approval. In Reymont's novel it appears as an extreme individualism, which looks for its own salvation and perfection. This individualism, however, can lead only to destruction. A person cannot withdraw from life like Joe who disapproves of European civilization, but at the same time does nothing to save it. Quite the contrary, he practices splitting his "self" to find the way out from the abyss. His imitation of a fakir's meditation practice indicates that: "the lives of crowds have become for him only an unclear and strange hallucination" (Reymont 1950, p. 160 ). Long-expected appearance of a double at first makes him happy, and brings him a feeling of release that he has eventually found a guide who will lead him through the darkness. Nevertheless, his second "self" soon becomes a vampire. The protagonist tries to fight with him but this leads him to permanent insanity.
In modern Europe fascinated with new possibilities of development offered by science, and rejecting its own natural and religious roots, a "vanity fair" takes place. In Vanity Fair (1847-1848) by W. M. Thackeray we find a satirical analysis of historical and social changes, while the novel Flatland. A Romance of many Dimensions (1884) by Edwin A.
Abott is an obvious mockery of Victorian social order, and also a satire on the modern world.
It was not a coincidence that Abott's novel was published at a time of huge popularity of spiritualism. The narrator`s Flatland is a square which shows the readers round a twodimensional world inhabited by a well-organised society of geometrical figures. In a city affected by the crisis of philosophy of accommodation (Derrida calls it "la crise du logement" (Derrida 1987, p. 481), art has been removed from its particular residences to the countless common places, where people do not "stay" but rather "come to", "enjoy themselves", and leave having done their everyday duties. In A. Rimbaud's poem called Villes (1875) a play takes place not in a theatre but in a shop. Art has changed into something trivial, and has become a part of everyday life. Also the law, which undergoes vague and continuous changes, is not precise, and does not give a clear view of crime and punishment. The commercialized art has changed into a trashy show. Tradition, which is the base of civilization, is dying out without successors and consumers. It is becoming an empty church like Westminster Abbey -"the cemetery of ages turned into ashes" ( Reymont 1950, p. 111) , a museum or even a tomb.
Zenon never visits theatres, concert halls or opera houses because he believes that this kind of entertainment is redundant. He also never watches shows. In one scene he says: "I've hated all nonsense, bluff and trashy art which insolently pretends to be real art. I've had enough of imitations, stupid gestures sent into the emptiness, all this clownish life simulation, aping, and this boastful menagerie of authors and actors being applauded by the foolish crowd"
